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Homecoming 2010: A Report

Executive Board

Homecoming 2010 took place on the weekend of October 2/3 this
year and we all owe a special thank you to Brother Philbrook for helping
us get into the swing of things by starting a streak of fantastic homecoming celebrations at the pep rally on Friday night. The migration of
alumni from Sonka’s back to the house occurred both Friday and Saturday nights, with basement bar in full swing both nights, and country bar
making a huge comeback on Friday night. The indie bands Donora and
Lohio were at our house Friday and Saturday night to play basically a
free set for us, and party afterwards. Even though the event caused
some controversy during the planning stages, alumni who were opposed
to the bands sought shelter at basement bar during the sets. Local economics experts predicted that the average price of tortilla shells and
cheese rose by an amount upwards of 150% while the alumni were
around. Congratulations to the basement for being the first part of the
house to be cleaned on Sunday, and thanks to all of the alumni who
came back and had fun with all of us young folk.
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Alumni Funfetti Quesadilla


Heat griddle to full blast



Apply half tub of butter to one
side of a tortilla shell



Grill tortilla and apply 2 large
handfuls of shredded cheese



Apply other half of butter tub to
top quesadilla shell



Gracefully flip tortilla with nearest kitchen implement



Apply 2 lbs. sprinkles, 1 lb of
oregano, grill for 10 minutes



Remove from grill, smother in
salsa, enjoy.

Fest-of-Ales: Starting a New Tradition
Last year an impromptu gathering of many
of Delta Sigma Phi’s home-brewers to sample
each other’s craft ales turned into this year’s
Delta Sigma Phi Fest-of-Ales. For $10 a glass
alumni and appropriately aged actives could
get a pint glass and a taste of a wide variety
of homebrews that alumni brought with
them. Proceeds from the event went straight
to the chapter in what ended up being an extremely successful fundraising event. Thanks
to Brothers Lane, Snyder, Meyer, Lee, Clark,
and Ramey for donating their homebrews to
the event, and a special thanks to Brother
Aaron Boggs for organizing the event and
getting the glasses for us. Hopefully this tradition will stay with the chapter and help raise
money for Zeta Lambda from here on out.

Rush Report: Bid Tuesday Approaches
This article was written the day after our annual “Stud
Night” rush event (special thanks to brother Chad
“Chunder” Wenn for hosting) and many brothers around
the house are feeling optimistic about this year’s possible
pledge class. Both Soberfest and Stud Night this year have
generated a ton of positive feedback from the freshman,
and the hopes of a pledge class numbering between 25-30
quality guys are seeming more and more real. With mystery road trip as our last major event scheduled, actives
look forward to spending the day with freshmen at one of
3 locations: King’s Island, and IU vs. University of Illinois
football game, or a caving trip near Indianapolis. Bid Tuesday is October 28th this year, and if rush finishes strong
we hope to bring in a great new group of freshmen.

Summer Alumni Project
The summer alumni project this year involved resurfacing the parking lot which had
been suffering from a couple of giant depressions that would fill with water and make
driving/walking through the lot hazardous.
All new gravel was brought in and leveled out
over the summer, providing a much safer and
much less bumpy surface to drive on. Thanks
to all the alumni and actives who helped with
the project, and maybe now our parking lot
will stay in much better condition (we can
always hope).
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Comments or Stories? Email me at kilkersr@rosehulman.edu
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Doug Long intimidating small people like Cody Fogwell

Delta Sigma Phi, Zeta Lambda Chapter
The end of Donora’s set

